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About This Game

Oblivion Tesseract is a VR game developed by Epotech with Unreal Engine 4, which could be played on VIVE .As a TD(Tower
Defense)game,it is performed with FPS mode,which differs from the old-school TD games.

A potential girl with the curse of blood...finally awaked from the slumber...A mysterious cube unveiled all the secrets of her
thrilling dreams, Family's history, paranoid space of time and eternal curse…

Your target is to protect the Tesseract and to survive from fierce monsters, with different types of guns, grenades and immense
mass energy turrents! Tesseract can absorb the abilities of the bosses you defeated! Explore the Tesseract’s history as a brave

guardian!
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I like the word games the most. Includes Crosswords, Word find, and Spot the Difference puzzles. I even bought the second
Puzzler World.

Its not for everyone but its worth the buy when its on sale and if anything its good for when you need a game to wind you down
after a long day.. The artwork was mediocre at best. The story was poorly written, the typos made it worse. Chapter 2 (DLC)
made me cringe--A LOT! I've wasted money *AND* time on this?? What the hell was I thinking buying this game?!. Worth
what it costs; it costs 2.19 CAD. The most important tip I can give about this game: save liberally. Room 42 does an excellent
job at pacing but this comes at the cost that dying makes the player totally replay what they've seen since their last save. (I'd
wish for a feature like many VNs have: let me skip or fast forward text and NPC conversations\/actions I've already read.)

I did two play throughs then two partial playings to see if I could unlock a third route. My reading of certain events would lead
me to believe there is a third route but after two-thirds into the second route, I started getting very tired of a common trope in
this game. I don't trust there is anything more to this game than what I've seen.

A pet-peeve of mine is when a character keeps some secret. Even if it is irrational to keep it. (Even if a lie would make more
sense than be forthright about keeping a secret.) Paraphrase of a section of the game: "We gotta leave here right away!" "Why?"
"Not telling you" A short while later: "I saw one of those monsters we're avoiding."

There is a lot of secret hiding and not a lot of revelation in Room 42. I find it contrived in media. I do like thriller, mystery, and
detective stories. What I like from them is that eventually there is a satisfactory reveal or a moment of catharsis that made the
mystery worthwhile. Room 42 gives no answers in the two routes I played.

I liked most of my time in this game. Moreso at the begining. I'd describe this game as a dime novel: cheap to purchase, worth
its cost, and one of many similar cost\/value\/entertainment games. Just like with novels, books, movies, art, and the threatre, the
game industry needs boutique little games like this.. While I feel like it's missing a final chapter, it touts a fairly solid story and a
lot of different ways to confront its challenges. I was a bigger fan of Choice of Robots really, but still a fun play and worth three
bucks.. First off, ignore all the bad reviews.
This game has all of two actual flaws:
You don't get any kinds of 'heads up' when being forced to read as a different character.
&
A few minor spelling and grammatical typos.

Secondly, if you liked this series before, you will like this game.

This game, right from the start, throws tons of information your way.
It goes a long way to making you feel as overwhelmed as your character does\/should feel.

The biggest bad thing people seem to say about this game is they didn't get enough information on Magnuspiral.
This series has always left certain things intentionally vague, so that you as a reader can fill in the blanks yourself.
It's a technique they've been using very well that promotes personal creativity, replayability, and connecting the reader with the
story in a way that can change from playthrough to playthrough.

I guarantee the bad reviews are all from people who either aren't used to playing text based games, or are against the issues this
story covers which has expanded from the previous stories from gender identity, light politics, and a small taste of the tension
between different kinds of powered individuals. This story includes body dysmorphia, heavier politics and the full scope of
tension between powered individuals.

It's clear that this piece turned into a mental health and acceptance advocacy piece, and I'm not entirely sure why people are
saying that's a bad thing. Yes, some bits feel a little 'heavy-handed'. Quite frankly, those topics always sound 'heavy-handed';
because the people who care enough to champion these issues are just that: Caring and emotional.
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Good:
- Its a pretty cool game, good sound and graphics
- fast paced and keeps you engaged
- you get new usefull tanks as you progress
- different tactics for different levels
- levels can get difficult, but with some patience and the right stragegy it goes.

Not so good:
- it can be really difficult to control the units, not practical
- storyline can get repetitive, could use some unexpected surprizes
- not very smart AI - your or enemy units

Up to now a good simple game for quick play and some fun.. This game haunts me.

After opening the game for the first time, I quickly realised that I was going to have a mediocre experience.
So I immediately shut it down.

But when I closed my eyes to sleep that night, I kept seeing flashes of uncoloured food moving under my eyelids like some kind
of seizure induction ceremony. I jumped out of bed, ran to my computer and reopened the game. My eyes widened in terror.

\ud835\udcb4\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcca \ud835\udcbd\ud835\udcb6\ud835\udccb\ud835\udc52
\ud835\udcca\ud835\udcc3\ud835\udcc1\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcb8\ud835\udcc0\ud835\udc52\ud835\udcb9 \ud835\udfe2
\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcca\ud835\udcc9 \ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcbb \ud835\udfe5\ud835\udfe7 \ud835\udcb6\ud835\udcb8\u
d835\udcbd\ud835\udcbe\ud835\udc52\ud835\udccb\ud835\udc52\ud835\udcc2\ud835\udc52\ud835\udcc3\ud835\udcc9\ud83
5\udcc8.

Tears started falling down my face in moist waterfalls. I hadn't cried that much since Chris Pratt had feelings in Guardians of
the Galaxy II. And when Chris Pratt had feelings in Jurassic World.

I stayed up for 62 minutes and finished the game to completion.

( \u0361\u00ba \u25de\u0644\u035f\u25df \u0361\u00ba). Nice but HARD AF. Excellent classic games, must buy for any true
nostalgic / classic PC gamer!. Slab is a game where you control a paddle via your mouse in attempt to.... Um.. It's Arkanoid,
okay? If you've played Arkanoid you've essentially played Slab.

Arkanoid is great arcade fun so you already know what to expect. Here are some nit-picky negatives:

1. The trail of fairy dust that the ball leaves behind as it travels is very distracting. When the ball is bouncing vertically and
retracing it's previous path it can get difficult to see the ball. Unforunately there seems to be no way of turning ball trails off. I
would recommend at the very least making this trail more transparent so the ball is clearly visible even when it is overlapping it's
own trail.

2. Achievement pop-ups block your view of the paddle. The devs should have them appear in the upper right corner or save
them for after a match ends.

3. The "How to Play" graphic shows all items that fall from smashed bricks as "power-ups." An item that shrinks your paddle is
not a power-up. That is a do-not-want. I would recommend separating the power-ups from the do-not-wants.

4. When the game is over you are given the options to play a new game or go to the main menu. New game starts you back at
level 1. The only way to replay the level you were at is to use the main menu. Adding a button to reply the current level at the
end of a game would be nice.

5. In the original Arkanoid, bricks that required more than one hit to destroy would show a glint of reflections shimmer over it
when the ball hit but did not destroy it. This game doesn't do that and it makes my nostalgia gland sad.
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6. One time the ball passed through the right wall of the playfield when I picked up a power-up to make multiple balls. It left the
screen and never returned. My only recourse was to start a new game.

I will add that the Galaxian-like coloured starfield in the background is nice. I like how they move like dust.

So yeah it's Arkanoid that could use a bit more presentation polish. Get it if you want.. This a lovely game with a lot of heartthat
ended up not quite being what I expected but was a very welcome surprise. I ended up with a fairly touching story that I might
go back through and make some different choices and see how and if the story unfolds any differently.. Fun Game, worth the
money............ King's Quest VI ... Still as fun as it was 22 years ago. A must-have adventure game!!

10/10. I bought this game because of the graphical similarities it has to Amanita Design's Samorost series. I love the textured
graphics and the whimsical nature of environmental games. The communication is artistic, not spoken, and to me that creates a
deeper relationship to the mechanics and the story progression for a player.

The puzzles were almost all able to be correctly intuited with a little creativity and exploration. As a player who frequently
enjoys puzzle adventures, this was a relief and very appealing. The puzzles were also original and stimulating, each providing a
sense of enrichment and pride in working through and completing them.

When I realized that the inhabitants served no functional purpose (you get no items from them, they give you no clues, etc),
initially I was taken aback because normally such hidden entities would have some kind of progression value. However, locating
them became a purely joyful experience knowing that I was seeking them out and finding them only because I wanted to.

This game is absolutely gorgeous, and I appreciate how thoughtful the environments and puzzles are. If you appreciate quiet,
personal gaming experiences and find happiness and a sense of accomplishment solving puzzles, play this game. I look forward
to playing the sequel.
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